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The Beadery®
Ornapik™ Heart Frame
Use the attached pattern to Ornapik™ by number and
create a frame for your favorite picture. Customize the
frame with any colors that you like and even choose the
size by adding or removing rings.

Materials needed:
Ornapiks™
1” thick foam base

Instructions:
Step 1: Cut out the heart frame pattern on the next page. The numbers indicate the ring number. If you
have a picture that is larger than the center opening, you can cut the inner rings off until the opening is
large enough. The table below lists the Ornapik™ count for each size heart ring and the approximate
photo size it will frame.
Ring #
1
2
3
4
5

Qty Needed
34
40
46
70
62

Picture
Diameter
2”
2¼”
2¾”
3¼”
4”

Step 2: Place the pattern on a 1” thick piece of foam with your favorite picture showing through the
center hole. This pattern is made to fit on a 4½” or larger base.
Step 3: Starting at the point of your centermost ring, push an Ornapik™ through each numbered spot on
the pattern. It is easiest to fill the pattern in one ring at a time, starting from one of the points and
working around both sides of the ring to meet up in the center. This will create a good heart shape and
tight nesting effect.
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Ornapik™ Tips:
•

You will not need any glue to hold the pattern or picture. The Ornapik™ will hold it in place.

•

If you insert an Ornapik™ and need to move it, they are easily removed and repositioned.

•

You can make a solid heart by filling in the white center part with Ornapiks™. It will take an
extra 65 Ornapiks™ to fill. You can also expand the hearts by adding more rings on the outside,
making sure they nest to fill in all of the space.

•

Have fun with colors and patterns.
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